ABSTRACT EXAMPLES
1. NVMe based storage networks can be expanded to thousands of drives with high speed connections
such as 40 GbE. A new approach eliminates the need for controller-based storage arrays and is
actually faster than internally installed NVMe. The result is very high-performance, networked storage
which can take advantage of both flash and Intel Optane storage class memory. Specific case studies
demonstrate the real-world TCO/TOI advantages that such networked NVMe-based systems bring to
enterprises.
2. Persistent memory, a new technology which offers non-volatility on the memory bus, is emerging as a
major approach to improving application performance. Several technologies are under development,
including 3D Xpoint, STT-MRAM, PCM, and ReRAM. They allow a wide range of capacity,
performance, and price points for computer systems. A method to evaluate and test persistent
memory solutions running at-speed is essential to fully understand their benefits and limitations. A
low-latency flexible prototyping platform (called Con Tutto) is currently in use for IBM Power servers
to evaluate technology characteristics and application benefits. Sample results show the advantages
of persistent memory for a MongoDB application using NVDIMM-N.
3. NVMe over Fabrics (NVMe-oF) allows designers to network large numbers of NVMe-based storage
arrays. Though this approach addresses capacity scaling, the resulting data transfers are CPUintensive and hence can bog down the entire solution. A promising solution is to use hardware
accelerators to offload the protocols for both NVMe-over-fabrics and RDMA. An even better approach
goes beyond the protocols and adds custom and reconfigurable accelerators in the data path. This
approach eliminates the CPU bottleneck entirely. Example accelerators utilize FPGAs to achieve
significant acceleration while reducing costs.
4. 3D NAND flash memory has been adopted widely in storage systems to lower cost per bit and
improve system performance. However, the physical properties and operating methods of 3D NAND
differ from predecessor technologies due to differences in materials and structure. Consequently,
many reliability issues occur, and novel controller methodologies are required to overcome them.
Machine learning can be used to improve the performance and reliability of storage systems based
on 3D NAND flash memory. Experimental results based on a machine learning algorithm show read
performance improved by 30x, and life cycle enhanced by 3x as a result of optimizing the data
structure, error handling methodology, and NAND flash operating methods.
5. New technological developments in NAND flash memory, such as 3D flash and MLC flash, have led
to new tradeoffs with regard to such characteristics as endurance and reliability. Currently controller
software must be rewritten to account for the changes. An adaptive, self-learning algorithm could
avoid the need for such revisions. It would adapt to internal or external parameters that define host
behavior, system data structures, and NAND flash condition. It would feed the parameter values into
the algorithm and thus determine the best approach. The advantages include simpler FTL software;
optimized, data-driven decisions made automatically as the system learns along the iterative process;
maximum system performance and reliability; and no need to upgrade software to account for new
technologies. Note that manufacturers would also no longer have to consider multiple software
versions when performing support, maintenance, and testing.
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